Advanced Matching – Modes of Transportation

Directions: Draw a line from words to their definitions.

A) car
B) bus
C) taxi
D) bicycle
E) van
F) train
G) airplane
H) boat
I) ambulance
J) fire truck
K) truck

1) also called an “18-wheeler” or “Tractor-trailer”. This is used to carry large amounts of cargo
2) this is powered by the legs and is able to maintain balance due to centrifugal force
3) this is used by firemen to travel to places where fires need to be extinguished
4) this is used to travel on water by sailing
5) this is used to travel through the air by flying
6) this travels on rails and often has many compartments; it can be used to carry people or goods
7) this is used to carry sick people to the hospital in cases of emergency
8) this is a type of car in which a driver drives you somewhere for a charge
9) this is a common form of transportation seen on the road; it has four tires and carries 2-8 people
10) this is larger than a car but smaller than a truck and can carry more people than a car
11) this is about the same size as a truck but carries people instead of goods; it stops at regularly at predetermined destinations